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EmerPhone is the perfect system for providing emergency

elevator communications.
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Simple to Operate
Using an EmerPhone is simple. The person requiring assistance
presses the Emergency button.  A pre-programmed telephone
number is then dialed. The EmerPhone can be programmed with an
alternate back-up number which will automatically dial if the first
does not answer or rings busy. If the EmerPhone is on a dedicated
line the attendant can also call the unit at any time.

Simple to Program
An EmerPhone can be programmed in one of two ways. It can be
programmed remotely by touch tone or it can be ordered with a built-
in keypad for on-site programming. The keypad may also be
purchased separately to be used when needed.

Simple to Install
EmerPhone is designed using the latest low current, surface mount
circuitry. That’s why a virtually unlimited number of EmerPhone units
can operate on a single phone line and only using phone line power.
To install the unit you simply pull a telephone cable from the
termination jack and plug it in.

Disability Compliant
EmerPhone units have been designed to comply with ADA and other
international disability standards. Options to assist disabled persons
include:

LED call indicator - EmerPhone features a dual colour LED that
turns red to indicate a call has been placed and green to indicate it
has been answered.

Braille lettering - EmerPhone systems can come with raised
Braille lettering to assist the visually impaired.

Call locator voice chip - EmerPhone voice chips can serve two
functions. They can tell a caller that help is on the way or they can
tell the monitoring station the address and location of the caller.

E M E R P H O N ETM

For more information or specifications on EmerPhone, contact:
Viscount Systems Inc.

4585 Tillicum Street
Burnaby, B.C., Canada  V5J 3J9

Telephone: (604) 327-9446  Toll Free: 1-800-476-3774
Facsimile: (604) 327-3859

E-mail: sales@viscount.com  Website: http://www.viscount.com

• Call blocker jack - Allows multiple units to share phone line.
Inhibits call back feature.

• Programming keypad
• Custom colours/silk screening
• ADA compliant Braille plates
• Relays for elevator recall
• Relay for connection to elevator alarms
• Voice chip to allow recorded messages indicating help is on the way and the

exact location of the distress call

Options

Represented by:

F E A T U R E S

OEM Module22-0663-01

OEM Opportunities
Viscount welcomes your request for special functions and housings to meet
your particular needs.

EmerPhone systems are the perfect choice for any elevator phone application. Models range from simple circuit boards to
be used with elevator panel emergency buttons to vandal proof stainless steel enclosures. Disability compliant features
include call locator voice chips, Braille lettering and a call indicator LED.

Voice recording - Some EmerPhone models have the ability to
monitor and record the conversations relating to an emergency.

Many Models to Choose From

In cab mounting - When using the existing elevator emergency
buttons, you can use either the EM101 complete module or you can
purchase the 22-0663-01 circuit board separately. The EmerPhone
circuit board is by far the smallest available, making mounting
incredibly simple versus traditional bulky elevator phone systems.

Vandal prone areas - The EM201 and EM301 are rugged stainless
steel units for areas where the durability of an unattended elevator
phone is a concern.

Economy version - The EM401 and EM405 are the perfect units for
general applications.

Most EmerPhone units can be ordered
as handsfree or with a telephone
handset.

Specifications
All EmerPhone models connect using an RJ11 jack. Please call for additional
model specific specifications.

Some models with relays and voice recording may require 12VAC power.

• Line powered units where the integrity of the phone line voltage is uncertain
or to enhance audio


